
 

    
 
 
 

 
TOWN OF DANVERS 

Municipal Light Board 
September 22, 2020 

 

 
 
The meeting was called to order at 8:35 A.M. through remote participation and broadcasted 
through DCAT. 
 
 
A roll call was conducted by Chairman, William Hayes: 
 
Members, Staff and Others Present By Roll Call: 
 
Light Board Members: Bill Hayes and Mike Landers 
 
Town of Danvers: David Lane, Peter Korpusik, Mark Piccarini and Clint Allen 
 
Scribe: Stephanie Doherty 
 
Other: DCAT 
 
Absent From Meeting: Eric Mitchell 
 
 
 
1. Executive Order on Remote Participation and Remote Conduct for Open Meetings 
 

William Hayes, Chairman stated the Municipal Light Board Open Meeting is being conducted 
remotely consistent with Governor Baker’s Executive Order of March 17, 2020, due to the 
current State of Emergency in the Commonwealth due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 
Virus. 
 
Chairman Hayes also covered some ground rules for effective and clear conduct during the 
meeting.  Each vote that will be taken at the meeting will be conducted by roll call votes.  
After each speaker he will invite each member by name to provide any comment, question 
or motion. 
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2. Receive Public Comments 
 

 Bill Hayes asked if there were any public comments by phone or email and Clint Allen 
stated there were none. 

 
Bill asked Stephanie to make a note in the minutes that he would like to ask again at the end 
of the meeting if any public comments have come in. 

 
A motion was made to close the Public Comments portion by Mike Landers and was seconded 
by Bill Hayes.  The motion passed unanimously. 

 
 
3. Accept Minutes 
 

A motion was made to approve the August 11, 2020 meeting minutes by Mike Landers and 
was seconded by Bill Hayes.  The motion passed unanimously. 

 
 
4. Financials 
 

Peter Korpusik reviewed the financials through July 31, 2020. Our expenses are in line with 
what we expected.  We are solvent, sales are stable and we are doing well based on the 
current pandemic situation.  Mike Landers made a motion to accept the financials and Bill 
Hayes seconded.  The motion passed unanimously.  

 
 
5. DPU Report 
 

Thank you to Peter Korpusik and his staff for their work on the report.  Stephanie will hand 
deliver the signature page to the three Board Members for their signatures. 
 
A motion was made to approve DPU Report by Mike Landers and was seconded by Bill Hayes.  
The motion passed unanimously. 
 

 
6. PP&FA 
 

Clint Allen presented the PP&FA for October 2020, followed by a discussion with the Board. 
He discussed the recommendation to maintain the PP&FA charges for residential at $0.05669 
and for all others to maintain at $0.05922.  These rates are projected to cover power costs 
through December 2020. Mike Landers made a motion to accept and Bill Hayes seconded.  
The motion passed unanimously. 
 

 Clint reviewed the CES/GGES Portfolio Summary 2020-2030 with the board members.  The 
summary reflects how much nuclear power we have.  Our plan is to continue with 
renewable contracts when they are cost effective.  We may have some room in two to 
three years with other options for renewables. 
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6. PP&FA (continued) 
 

 Clint reviewed with the board the 2017 to 2019 performance of the Tangent temporary 
generator, as well as the projection for 2020. 

 We entered into agreement on the Solar Gravel Pit which should go on-line in 2023.  We 
are 1 of 14 participants in this project. 

 
 
7. Engineering Report 
 

 Mattuchio Construction will begin work at the Danversport sub-station in October.  They 

will install a new duct bank and remove the old.  We are also going to look at painting the 

switchgear. 

 We are working with Hancock Engineering to put a plot plan together at Northland and 

should have something in the next couple of weeks.  As part of the negotiation we will 

rebuild the parking lot. 

 NERC audit has been completed.  There were no areas of concern. 

 We are wrapping up completion of our standards and hope to have a formal roll-out over 

the next couple of months.  Examples of how standards will help us are; we will be able 

to determine upfront what type of material is needed for a job, what kind of clearance is 

needed and also will help us from an inventory standpoint.  Mark would like to thank his 

engineering team for their hard work. 

 We have not made any progress with the designer selection for the control house because 

we had to focus on Danversport. 

 
8. The Utility Director Will Provide an Update to the Board on Various Items of 

Interest 
 

 Brian Cole was selected as the new Distribution Supervisor. 

 COVID Reopening Plan:  September 8th Line Operations and Technical Services staff are 

all back, September 21st 1 Burroughs Street and Town Hall staff are back in the office and 

September 28th 2 Burroughs Street are all back to work.  Thank you to Anthony 

Calascibetta, Mark Piccarini and Clint Allen for their work on coming up with a return to 

work plan and policy for our offices. 

 Angelica Medina has been hired as the Assistant Business Manager.  She previously 

worked as the Business Manager for the Salisbury DPW.  She will start October 5, 2020. 

 We now have a second EV, a Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV (Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicle).  

 David hopes to be able to present the Cost of Service Study to the Board at one of the 

upcoming meetings. 

 We are in the process of choosing a firm for our Financial Management Software. 

 Due to the pandemic, a lot of our community is working or remote learning from home.  

Because of this, we feel the impact is far too great to have an outage to continue work 

on the residential meter replacements at this time. 

 David told Mike that we work out payment plans with the customers who fall behind on 

payments.  We understand these are troubling times. 
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8. The Utility Director Will Provide an Update to the Board on Various Items of 
Interest (continued) 

 

 David reviewed the memo from Steve Bartha on the Electric Division’s contribution to the 

Town (PILOT Plan). 

 We have not heard anything more regarding the DPU investigation. 

 We have put the Municipal Light Board check list on the back burner for the time being. 

 
9. Board Members Closing Comments and Correspondence 
 

Eric Mitchell 
Although Eric was not present at the meeting, he did ask Bill Hayes to make a couple of 
comments on his behalf. 

 Eric would like to see the meeting materials be clear and simple.  He feels it would be 

helpful to have a two to three sentence summary included at the top of each document 

to understand what the topic of the document is. 

 He would also like to see the graphs Clint creates put on the website.  Also, possibly 

include a document or graph a customer can reference to help them understand why their 

bill went up.  Maybe create and post a tutorial on how to read an electric bill. 

 We could even consider an annual message that goes out to the ratepayers from the 

board or management team. 

 
Mike Landers 

 Mike feels we should wait until March or April 2021 to replace the meters due to many of 

the residents working from home or home schooling. 

 Mike asked how many customers are in arrears compared to last year?  He is concerned 

that customers may get so far behind in their payments they will not be able to catch up.  

Peter stated he would look that number up. 

 Mike feels the Palmer Biomass was a great purchase. 

 Mike appreciated the explanation of the performance of the temporary generator from 

Clint. 

 Having standards in-place is a positive step for us.  Good work to the engineering team 

on coming up with this. 

 Mike was appreciative of the memo from the Town Manager and the explanation given by 

David. 
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9. Board Members Closing Comments and Correspondence (continued) 
 

Bill Hayes 
 Bill agrees with Mike about delaying the meter replacement project until Spring 2021.  He 

feels the final decision should be left up to David Lane and the team to decide what is 

best. 

 Bill anticipates we will have a large number or write offs with businesses that have closed.  

Peter responded he has not seen any businesses with any large outstanding balances. 

 Bill asked about the Spot Market Power being at 12%.  Clint answered the 

recommendation from ENE is they want us to remain at a flexible position. 

 Thank you to Clint for the good analysis of the temporary generator. 

 Bill asked Mark if Liberty Tree Mall is still asking us to repair the parking lot? 

 Bill feels by having standards in-place is extremely significant with helping us control costs 

and inventory. 

 Bill asked Mark for an update on the designer selection for the control house.  

 Bill thanked David for reviewing the memo from Steve Bartha on the Electric Division’s 

contribution to the town.  He now has a better understanding of the PILOT program. 

 Every industry has their own language and acronyms.  Would it be possible at some time 

to publish a dictionary of this? 

 Thank you to Stephanie Doherty for the great job she has done on taking the notes.   

 
Before adjourning the meeting, Bill asked Clint if any public comments have come in and Clint 
stated there were no comments by phone or email. 
 
Mike Landers motioned to adjourn the meeting at 10:37 am and Bill Hayes seconded.   The next 
remote meeting is scheduled for October 27, 2020 at 8:30am.  The motion passed unanimously.  
 
 
cc: Bill Hayes David Lane 
 Mike Landers  Clint Allen 
 Eric Mitchell Mark Piccarini 
  Peter Korpusik    


